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Why choose vision

About Vision

Because we have only one mission in mind:

Vision/R4 Corp is a Canadian

to help our clients achieve their objectives through the effective use of information
technology.

based company founded in 1996 with

Our fully integrated software solutions will revolutionise the way you distribute and
manufacture products, manage projects, improve customer service and thereby
increase your revenues.

Ltd in Kenya.

We will make your life easier by simplifying your business processes and
reducing your problems while providing the tools to analyse your data better.

management software solutions.

After all, it is not enough to process data efficiently.
To stay competitive, such information has to be used strategically.

a subsidiary Vision (Four) Africa Co.
We specialise in developing and
implementing integrated enterprise
Our team of skilled implementation
specialists will take your “project
to integrate” and turn it into an
“integrated project”.

“ At Vision, we look after your business ”

APOGEE
We are the author of the Apogee software.
Apogee is a customizable modular ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) solution that resulted from decades of
experience in business management software development, which produced a system that is robust, rich in functionality and
designed with the end-user in mind.
We control its content and destiny. Moreover, its very competitive concurrent user pricing makes it very affordable. Using
an advanced object-oriented development framework, industry standard complementary tools and operating on the leading
architectures resulted in our integrated business management software that is robust, rich in functionality and designed with
the end-user in mind. Our suite of applications comprises core modules for financial control, project management, distribution
logistics and manufacturing as well as optional modules designed to support individual specialised needs.
Our prime focus during the design of our software consists on understanding how you do things, as opposed to what you do.
This business process creates a most flexible software suite that will enable your organisation to overcome those obstacles
and challenges needed to be resolved in order to rapidly attain your corporate objectives.

